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It is seeing a curve in the road and envisioning a whole new way through it. It is rejecting the 
inevitability of traffic and instead doing something about it. It is about creating transformative 
technologies like Super Handling All-Wheel Drive™ (SH-AWD®) and navigation with both AcuraLink® 
real-time traffic and weather. It is about finding inspiration beyond the world of current automotive 
design. It is using premier race circuits as testing grounds for our ideas. Advance is not about reacting 
to the way things are today, it is about anticipating what’s next. In performance. In technology.  
In safety. In design. All for the purpose of heightening anticipation for your next drive. 

ADVANCE IS NOT JUST ABOUT MOVEMENT, 
IT IS ABOUT PROGRESS.

advanced sports-car concept

THOUGH NOT INTENDED 
FOR THE SHOWROOM,  

ITS COMBINATION OF PRECISION 
AND PASSION SIGNALS 

THE FUTURE OF ACURA DESIGN.

We race to win.  And in our very first start 
as a factory team, an Acura American  
Le Mans car took the top spot in the 2007 
Twelve Hours of Sebring. This year, as we 
build on all we learned, we continue a  
commitment to constant advancement  
and of testing technology at the highest 
level, so we can one day bring it to you.



 WHEN THE PROMISES OF PERFORMANCE, 
              TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN ARE ALIGNED WITH THE ELEMENTS OF DESIRE,  



The all-new 2009 Acura TSX.  
With its fusion of leading-edge technology,  
sleek design and modern luxury, a new  
generation has arrived.

THEY HEIGHTEN EMOTION, 
        PROVOKE AN EXPERIENCE, 
   CREATE ANTICIPATION.





Reserved seating.

Textured craftsmanship. Modern refinement. Engaging atmosphere.

The distinctive feel of the TSX is apparent the moment you’re welcomed aboard.  
The performance-oriented front seats offer deep, supportive bolsters and rich, perforated 
leather. Eight-way power driver’s seat adjustments, tied to the vehicle’s memory  
system, let you quickly get into your ideal driving position. The dual-zone automatic 
climate control system further accommodates your desire for micro-management. 
Ambient lighting completes a modern, sophisticated cabin designed to indulge.

SHOWN IN TAUPE LEATHER WITH AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE.

advancing comfort

8-WAY POWER DRIVER’S SEAT
4-WAY POWER FRONT PASSENGER’S SEAT

DRIVER RECOGNITION SYSTEM
DUAL-ZONE CLIMATE CONTROL

HEATED FRONT SEATS



advancing exhilaration

201-HP i-VTEC® ENGINE 
DRIVE-BY-WIRE™ THROTTLE SYSTEM 
6-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION
 5-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
7100-RPM REDLINE

Thrilling high-rpm power.
Robust low-end torque.

Lively, immediate response.

HOW DEEP DOES 
 PASSION GO?

Performance technology is at the core  
of every Acura. And nowhere is that more 
evident than inside the i-VTEC engine.   
Here, a highly intelligent variable valve- 
timing system controls the intake valves  
to finely balance the competing demands  
of low-end torque and high-speed horse-
power. You’ll feel it off the line as you 
accelerate with authority and at higher 
speeds as horsepower continues to climb  
just when you’d expect it to peak. 

Build on the desire. Experience continual, 
smooth power via Acura’s ultra-precise 
Drive-by-Wire Throttle System. The TSX also 
offers a 5-speed automatic transmission  
with race-inspired paddle shifters or  
a close-ratio 6-speed manual to satisfy  
your individual need for control.



A muse for both 
driver and creativity. 

CAN PRESSING DOWN ON AN 
ACCELERATOR ALSO SET THE WHEELS 
OF IMAGINATION IN MOTION?

Who knows what spurs creativity, but a TSX 
approaching a series of switchbacks certainly 
changes the emotional landscape. From the 
uncompromising control of its rigid body  
structure to the razor-sharp handling afforded  
by its 4-wheel independent suspension, the  
TSX inspires confidence as well as dreams of 
conquest. A rack-and-pinion steering system  
with electric variable power assist gives you 
enhanced road feel at higher speeds, and rein- 
forces what got your imagination rolling in the  
first place: the TSX’s impressive performance. 

SHOWN IN CRYSTAL BLACK PEARL WITH AVAILABLE  
TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE.



The fine art 
of cornering.

It may seem like cold engineering, but from your first 
time behind the wheel, you’ll begin to appreciate  
the finer aesthetics of the TSX’s ride. A race-derived 
suspension system features a double-wishbone design 
up front and a multi-link setup in the rear. Charge 
through a corner and the system responds with 
minimal geometry change, helping to reduce body  
roll while keeping the maximum amount of rubber  
in contact with the road. The unique damping system 
is designed to respond to changing road conditions, 
delivering sporty handling without sacrificing a 
comfortable ride.

The results are crisper, more precise steering, more 
controlled braking and a newfound expansion of the 
term “art appreciation.”

advancing control

DOUBLE-WISHBONE FRONT SUSPENSION
MULTI-LINK REAR SUSPENSION

ELECTRIC VARIABLE POWER-ASSISTED STEERING
4-WHEEL DISC BRAKES WITH ABS AND BRAKE ASSIST

17-INCH ALUMINUM-ALLOY WHEELS



ACURALINK WEATHER   :::
See current information as well as forecasts for 
virtually any U.S. city right on the screen of the 
available navigation system.1

BLUETOOTH® HANDSFREELINK®   :::
Link your compatible Bluetooth®-enabled mobile 
phone and you can make and receive calls without 
taking your hands off the wheel.2 

ACURALINK REAL-TIME TRAFFIC   :::
The available navigation system  quickly commu-
nicates traffic flow as well as collisions, road  
construction and weather-related incidents.1

ZAGAT SURVEY® RESTAURANT REVIEWS   :::
Get trusted recommendations, complete with food, 
service and decor ratings with this feature of the 
available navigation system. 

AUDIO SYSTEM CONTROLS   :::
The TSX’s ability to recognize a vast list of commands 
lets you verbally control most of the functions of 
the vehicle’s audio system.

DUAL-ZONE CLIMATE CONTROL   :::
Simply voice your preference and the system will 
adjust the temperature to accomodate each front 
occupant’s individual choice.

The more technology advances, the more personal it gets. With an available Technology  
package that includes voice recognition, simply press the steering wheel-mounted voice 

control button and the TSX lets you interact with many of the vehicle’s advanced features 
with just the sound of your voice. Want to know the weather forecast for Sacramento? 

 The traffic situation on the I-95? Or where to get the best steak dinner in St. Louis? Just 
make your request and the TSX works to satisfy.

Hands-free connectivity.
Voice Recognition 

 ®

“DISPLAY WEATHER” 

“CALL OFFICE”  

“DISPLAY TRAFFIC INCIDENTS” 

“CD PLAY TRACK 4”

“TEMPERATURE 72 DEGREES”

“FIND NEAREST  
ZAGAT RESTAURANT”



advancing clarity

DOLBY® PRO LOGIC® II 5.1 SURROUND*

6-DISC IN-DASH CHANGER*

DVD-AUDIO COMPATIBILITY*

XM® RADIO3

NOTE FUNCTION MUSIC REMINDER*

USB AUDIO INTERFACE
iPOD® INTEGRATION
MP3/AUXILIARY INPUT JACK

* WITH AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE

Music as it was intended to be heard. 
Acura/ELS Surround Premium Audio System

Every artist who goes into the studio has one goal: to produce a recording 
with a level of playback as good as the original performance. Obviously, the 
sound engineer is critical in this process. So when it came time for Acura to 
design a sound system for the TSX, we knew we wanted an experience that 
rivaled a professional studio. Our secret weapon? Grammy® Award-winning 
engineer and producer Elliot Scheiner, the “ELS” in ELS Surround.

The Acura/ELS Surround System (with available Technology package) was 
specifically developed for the TSX by Elliot Scheiner and the Acura team of 
engineers. Considering every element, from the placement of the speakers  
to the acoustic qualities of the interior space, they built a system that more 
closely captures the depth and nuance of the original studio performance.

SHOWN IN PALLADIUM METALLIC WITH AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE.

The studio within.



advancing in-the-know

ACURALINK REAL-TIME TRAFFIC
ACURALINK WEATHER
TRAFFIC REROUTING™*

DESTINATION DATABASE
VOICE RECOGNITION

* TRAFFIC REROUTING REQUIRES PREMIUM XM NAVTRAFFIC® SUBSCRIPTION.

SOMETIMES A DESIRE FOR 
POWER IS REALLY A DESIRE 
FOR INFORMATION.

Indulge your logical data-driven side. Depend on the accuracy of an available 
satellite-linked Acura Navigation System.4 Concerned about traffic? Keep an  
eye on it, monitoring average speeds, possible incidents and construction delays  
with AcuraLink real-time traffic.1 A destination database gives you information  
on over 7,000,000 points of interest. The system’s new AcuraLink weather feature 
not only gives you the local forecast, but it also lets you know what to expect  
on the route ahead. And it’s all accessible through Acura’s voice recognition,  
a sophisticated system that allows you to communicate with many of the 
navigation system’s features through simple verbal commands. 

SHOWN IN GLACIER BLUE METALLIC WITH AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE.



advancing intuition

STEERING WHEEL-MOUNTED CONTROLS
MULTI-INFORMATION DISPLAY

LED BACKLIT GAUGES
MAINTENANCE MINDER™ SYSTEM

Control is the essence of a sport sedan. Acura engineers labored  
to make sure the TSX delivers, whether you’re considering the 
vehicle’s performance or the ease with which you can interact with 
its various technologies. Buttons are meticulously crafted and placed 
for intuitive operation. Steering wheel-mounted controls give you 
easy access to a number of systems, including audio, Bluetooth 
HandsFreeLink, and when equipped, the voice recognition system. 
And because knowledge is essential, the Multi-Information Display  
is your window to any number of vehicle systems and settings.

SHOWN IN PARCHMENT LEATHER WITH AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY  
MEETS HUMAN NATURE.



ADVANCED AIRBAG SYSTEM  DUAL-STAGE, DUAL- 

THRESHOLD FRONT AIRBAGS, FRONT SIDE AIRBAGS AND 
SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAGS ARE ONLY PART OF ACURA’S 
COMPREHENSIVE  APPROACH TO PASSIVE SAFETY. AN 
OCCUPANT POSITION DETECTION SYSTEM (OPDS) IS 
DESIGNED TO PREVENT DEPLOYMENT OF THE FRONT 
PASSENGER’S SIDE AIRBAG IF A SMALL-STATURED OR  
AN OUT-OF-POSITION FRONT PASSENGER LEANS INTO 
THE AIRBAG’S DEPLOYMENT PATH.*

*  ALWAYS USE SEAT BELTS AND APPROPRIATE CHILD SEATS.  
CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER ARE SAFEST WHEN PROPERLY  
RESTRAINED IN THE REAR SEAT. FRONT AIRBAGS INFLATE  
AND DEFLATE IN A FRACTION OF A SECOND.

ADVANCED COMPATIBILITY ENGINEERING™ 
(ACE™) BODY STRUCTURE  ITS ADVANCED 
FRONT-END CONFIGURATION HELPS ABSORB 
THE ENERGY OF A FRONTAL IMPACT AND 
DIRECT IT AROUND THE CABIN. IT ALSO 
MINIMIZES MISALIGNMENT WITH VEHICLES  
OF DIFFERING SIZE.

VEHICLE STABILITY ASSIST™ (VSA®)  THIS SYSTEM CAN 
BRAKE INDIVIDUAL WHEELS AND/OR REDUCE ENGINE 
POWER IN THE EVENT OF UNDERSTEER OR OVERSTEER 
TO HELP KEEP YOU ON YOUR INTENDED PATH.  
A TRACTION-CONTROL FUNCTION HELPS PREVENT 
WHEELSPIN DURING ACCELERATION.

THERE ARE SOME THINGS  
YOU NEVER ANTICIPATE.  
FORTUNATELY, ACURA HAS.

TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM (TPMS)   :::
This system actively monitors and displays the air 
pressure of each tire.5

BRAKE ASSIST   ::: 
This system can detect emergency braking and 
apply maximum brake force.

XENON HEADLIGHTS   :::
The TSX’s High-Intensity Discharge headlights are 
significantly brighter than conventional headlights. 

ACTIVE FRONT HEAD RESTRAINTS   :::
The TSX’s active front head restraints assist in 
preventing or minimizing whiplash injuries.

Acura knows full well the realities of the road. That’s why we created Safety 
Through Innovation, a philosophy committed to developing and utilizing the latest 
technological advances to protect both driver and passengers. And while safety  
features such as energy-absorbing body structures and sophisticated airbag  
systems are vital, the TSX’s ability to help you avoid accidents in the first place  
is just as important. And confidence-inspiring.



SHOWN IN GRIGIO METALLIC.



ONLINE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR THE  
LATEST SPECIFICATIONS, MSRPS  
AND SPECIAL OFFERS. YOU CAN  

ALSO APPLY FOR FINANCING OR 
EVEN REQUEST A PRICE QUOTE  
FROM AN INTERNET-CERTIFIED 

ACURA DEALER.

acura.com

ENGINE GENERAL
SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS CHASSIS

EPA Estimated Fuel  Manual: 20/28 
Mileage (city/highway) 8 Automatic: 21/30

Fuel Tank Capacity   18.5 U.S. gallons (70.0 liters)

Required Fuel  Premium unleaded 91 octane9

Ground Clearance   5.9 in (150.0 mm) 
(unladen)

Curb Weight Without Manual: 3400 lbs (1542 kg) 
Technology Package Automatic: 3470 lbs (1574 kg)

Curb Weight With   Manual: 3415 lbs (1549 kg) 
Technology Package Automatic: 3486 lbs (1581 kg)

Weight Distribution  Manual: 59/41 
(% front/rear)  Automatic: 60/40

Headroom (front/rear) 37.6 in (955 mm) / 37.0 in (941 mm)

Legroom (front/rear) 42.4 in (1078 mm) / 34.3 in (872 mm)

Shoulder Room (front/rear) 57.8 in (1468 mm) / 56.1 in (1426 mm)

Hiproom (front/rear) 55.6 in (1411 mm) / 54.2 in (1377 mm)

EPA Passenger Volume 94.5 cu ft

EPA Cargo Volume   12.6 cu ft

Wheelbase   106.6 in (2705 mm)

Length   185.6 in (4715 mm)

Height  56.7 in (1440 mm)

Width  72.5 in (1840 mm)

Track (front/rear)  62.3 in (1580 mm) / 62.3 in (1580 mm)

Body Type  Unit body

Suspension   4-wheel independent double-
wishbone front/multi-link rear

Stabilizer Bar   26.5 mm/17.0 mm 
(front/rear) 

Steering   Electric variable power-assisted  
rack-and-pinion streering (EPS)

Steering Ratio   13.4 :1

Steering Turns,   2.61  
Lock to Lock 

Turning Diameter,  36.7 ft 
Curb to Curb 

Brakes: 4-Wheel    11.8" ventilated front/ 
Disc Brakes with ABS,   11.1 solid rear 
Electronic Brake  
Distribution (EBD)   
and Brake Assist 

Wheels   17 x 7.5 aluminum-alloy

Tires  P225/50 R17 93V  
  high-performance All-Season

Engine Type Aluminum-alloy in-line 4-cylinder

Displacement (liters)  2.4

Horsepower @ rpm (SAE net) 201 @ 7000

Torque (lbs-ft @ rpm)  Manual: 172 @ 4300 
   Automatic: 170 @ 4300

Valvetrain    16-valve, DOHC i-VTEC®

Compression Ratio   11.0 :1

Redline (rpm)   7100

Fuel System   PGM-FI multi-point injection

Ignition System   Electronic direct

Throttle Control   Drive-by-Wire™ Throttle System

CARB Emissions Rating  ULEV-26

Tune-Up Interval    100K +/- miles  
    no scheduled tune-ups7

DRIVETRAIN

Type Front-Wheel Drive

Close-Ratio 6-Speed Manual Transmission  
with Magnesium Case

Gear Ratio (MT) Gear  Ratio (MT)

 1st 3.27 5th 0.87

2nd 2.04 6th 0.69

3rd  1.43 Reverse 3.58

4th  1.07 Final Drive 4.76

5-Speed Automatic Transmission with Sequential SportShift 
Paddle Shifters and Grade Logic Control

Gear Ratio (AT) Gear Ratio (AT)

 1st 2.65 5th 0.57

2nd   1.61 Reverse 2.00

3rd   1.08 Final Drive 4.44

4th 0.77

EXTERIOR

 ACCESSORIES

•	Power	moonroof	with	tilt	feature,	auto-open/close	with	 
auto-reverse and key-off operation

•	Heated	outside	mirrors	with	passenger’s	side	reverse	gear	 
tilt-down and integrated directional signals

•	Auto-on/off	headlights

•	Chrome	door	handles

•	Speed-sensing,	variable	intermittent	windshield	wipers

•	 Integrated	dual-outlet	exhaust

FE
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When it comes to personalizing 
your TSX, choose Acura genuine 
accessories that are crafted to the 
same strict levels of quality as  
the rest of your vehicle. See your 
Acura dealer for a complete list  
of accessories. 

•	 		18-inch	aluminum-alloy	wheels	
(bright chrome or ebony finish)10

•	Sport	bumper	kit

•	Wing	spoiler	or	deck	lid

•	Color-matched	splash	guards

•	Moonroof	and	door	visors

•	Back-up	sensors

•	Perforated	leather	steering	wheel	
and shift knob

•	 Interior	trim	kit

•	All-season	floor	mats

•	Cargo	net



SAFETY

•	Advanced	Compatibility	Engineering™ (ACE™) body structure

•	Vehicle	Stability	Assist™ (VSA®) with traction control

•	4-wheel	anti-lock	braking	system	(ABS) with Electronic Brake 
Distribution (EBD) and Brake Assist

•	Dual-stage,	dual-threshold	front	airbags	(SRS)

•	Front	side	airbags	with	passenger-side	Occupant	Position	 
Detection System (OPDS)

•	Side	curtain	airbags

•	Active	front	head	restraints

•	3-point	height-adjustable	seat	belts	with	load	limiters	 
and automatic tensioning system (front)

•	3-point	seat	belts	(rear)

•	LATCH	(Lower Anchors and Tethers for CHildren) child-seat 
mounting system

•	Xenon	High-Intensity	Discharge	(HID) headlights

•	Daytime	Running	Lights	(DRL)

•	Fog	lights

•	Tire	Pressure	Monitoring	System	(TPMS) with location  
and pressure indicators5

•	 Impact-absorbing	crumple	zones	(front and rear)

•	Theft-deterrent	system	with	electronic	immobilizer

•	Rear-window	defroster	with	timer

•	Side-impact	door	beams

•	Mirror-integrated	directional	signals

•	Automatic	dimming	rearview	mirror

INTERIOR

•	Dual-zone	automatic	climate	control	system	with	 
air filtration

•	Remote	entry	system	with	folding	key	and	Acura	personalized	
settings for driver’s seat and more

•	Power	windows	with	driver	and	front	passenger’s	auto-up/ 
down, auto-reverse and key-off operation

•	Remote-	and	driver’s	door	lock-operated	 
windows-open function

•	Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink® wireless telephone interface2

•	Steering	wheel-mounted	controls	(cruise control, audio,  
phone, Multi-Information Display and available  
voice recognition)

•	HomeLink®

•	Cruise	control

•	Tilt	and	telescopic	steering	column

•	Ambient	cabin	lighting

•	Leather-wrapped	steering	wheel

•	Beverage	holders	(front and rear)

•	Front-door	and	rear-door	storage	compartments

•	Center	console	utility	compartments

•	Seatback	pockets

•	Carpeted	floor	mats

•	Driver’s	and	front	passenger’s	illuminated	vanity	mirrors

•	 	12-volt	power	outlets	(front and center console)
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N •	LED	backlit	gauges	with	progressive	illumination

•	Multi-Information	Display

•	Maintenance	Minder™ system

•	Trip	computer

•	Exterior	temperature	indicator

•	Compass

•	 Illuminated	ignition,	power-window	and	door-lock		switches	 
and steering-wheel and overhead controls

TECHNOLOGY  
PACKAGE

•	Acura	Navigation	System	with	Voice	Recognition,™4  
Traffic Rerouting,™ rearview camera and Zagat Survey®  
ratings and reviews

•	Acura/ELS	Surround® 415-watt Premium 10-speaker Audio 
System with 6-disc in-dash CD, DVD-Audio, MP3, WMA  
and DTS® changer, Dolby® Pro Logic® II and AM/FM tuner

•	AcuraLink® satellite communication system with real-time 
traffic and weather1

•	GPS-linked,	solar-sensing,	dual-zone	automatic	climate	 
control system

•	XM	Radio	with	Note	function3

•	Bluetooth	HandsFreeLink	wireless	telephone	interface	 
with phonebook exchange2 

•	Automated	Appointments™

•	 Interface	dial

•	Sport	seats	with	perforated	leather-trimmed	interior

•	Driver’s	8-way	power	seat	with	adjustable	lumbar	support

•	Front	passenger’s	4-way	power	seat

•	Heated	front	seats

•	60/40	split	folding	rear	seat

•	Front	center	console	with	adjustable	armrest		

•	Rear-seat	center	armrest
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IO •	Acura	360-watt	Premium	Sound	System	with	AM/FM	tuner,	 

in-dash CD, MP3, WMA player and 7 speakers, including  
8-inch subwoofer

•	XM® Radio3

•	USB	Audio	Interface	with	iPod® integration

•	Bluetooth® Audio

•	MP3/auxiliary	input	jack

•	Radio	Database	System	(RDS)

•	Speed-sensitive	volume	control	(SVC)



OWNER BENEFITS

Warranty  Al l  Acura vehic les  and the accessories 
installed by the dealer at the time of vehicle purchase 
have a 4 -year/50,000-mile limited warranty. Acura 
vehicles are also covered by a 6 -year/70,000-mile  
limited powertrain warranty. In addition, outer body 
rust-through is covered on al l  Acura vehicles by a  
5-year/unlimited-mile limited warranty.11

Acura-Trained Service Personnel  Your local Acura dealer 
is an excellent source for Acura genuine parts and factory-
trained technicians. They have the experience, training and 
specialized tools needed to keep your Acura up to factory 
standards of performance and reliability.

Acura Care  Additional peace of mind can be had with the 
Acura Care® program – comprehensive vehicle and travel 
protection beyond the initial warranty period. See your 
Acura dealer for all the features and benefits available  
with this program.

 1-800-to-Acura  Operators are available 24 hours a day to 
help get answers to your Acura questions.

Honda Financial Services12  Whether you’re buying or 
leasing, Honda Financial Services can assist you with the 
process. See your dealer for details.

Total Luxury Care13 – Owner Benefits  Acura’s total 
commitment to your satisfaction doesn’t end with 
 delivery of a world-class vehicle. It only begins there. 
Every Acura comes with Total Luxury Care® (TLC®), an  
array of services designed to help you enjoy your  
automobile for years to come. 

24-Hour Roadside Assistance  As part of your TLC benefits, 
24-hour roadside assistance is available to you everywhere 
in the continental U.S. and Canada, day or night, every day 
of the year. Just call the toll-free number and rest assured 
that assistance is promptly on the way.

Trip-Interruption Benefits  If a problem that is covered by 
your warranty interrupts your trip more than 100 miles 
from home, Acura will provide you with reimbursement 
for meals, lodging or car-rental expenses. Please see your 
Acura dealer for all the program details.

Acura Concierge – Travel Service  In an emergency or just 
to help you plan a trip, Acura concierge service can help you 
with many logistical details. It will even relay up to three 
urgent messages on your behalf if you cannot do so.



For more information or to 
design your own TSX, visit
acura.com.

SHOWN WITH ACCESSORY FRONT UNDER-BODY SPOILER, REAR DIFFUSER AND 19-INCH ALUMINUM-ALLOY WHEELS.13 

©2009 Acura. Acura, TSX, the stylized “A” logo, Acura Care, AcuraLink, Acura Navigation System with Voice Recognition, Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE), Automated Appointments, Drive-by-Wire, HandsFreeLink, Maintenance Minder, 
Super Handling All-Wheel Drive (SH-AWD), Total Luxury Care (TLC), Traffic Rerouting, Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) and i-VTEC are trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Covered by patent rights issued and/or pending. Acura reserves the right to 
limit TLC services or reimbursements to any owner or driver when, in the judgment of Acura, the claims become excessive in frequency or type of occurrence. Acura also reserves the right to alter or withdraw the Acura Roadside Assistance  
Program, or any other part of the Acura TLC Program, at any time without notice. Specifications, features, illustrations and equipment shown in this catalog are based upon the latest available information at the time of publication. Although 
descriptions are believed to be correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All images contained herein are either owned by American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or used under a valid license. It is a violation of federal law to reproduce these images 
without express written permission from American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or the individual copyright owner of such images. American Honda Motor Co., Inc., reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, 
specifications, accessories, materials and models. Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. Apple and iPod are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the 
Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Honda Motor Co., Ltd., is under license. Dolby® and Pro Logic® are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. DTS® is a registered trademark of DTS, Inc. ELS Surround® is a registered trademark 
of Panasonic Corporation of North America. All rights reserved. GRAMMY® is a registered trademark of the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, Inc. HomeLink® is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls.™ The XM name, XM 
NavTraffic® and NavWeather™ are trademarks of XM Satellite Radio, Inc. Windows Media® Audio is a trademark of Microsoft® Corporation. ©Zagat Survey,® LLC. Zagat Survey® is a registered trademark of Zagat Survey,® LLC. Make an intelligent 
decision. Fasten your seat belt. 1 AcuraLink real-time traffic and weather require monthly premium XM NavTraffic® and NavWeather™ subscription. TSX with Technology package includes 90 days of XM NavTraffic and NavWeather service. XM 
NavTraffic is only available in select markets. XM service only available in the 48 contiguous United States. 2 Visit www.handsfreelink.com for a list of compatible phones and available features. 3 Required XM radio monthly subscriptions sold 
separately after 90-day trial period. Other fees and taxes may apply, including a one-time activation fee. All fees and programming subject to change. Please see your owner’s manual for details. 4 Navigation system available in the 48 contiguous 
United States and Hawaii. See your local Acura dealer or the navigation system owner’s manual for current navigation system area coverage. 5 For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge.  
Do not rely solely on the monitor system. See your owner’s manual for details. 6 LEV-2 ULEV as rated by the California Air Resources Board. 7 Does not apply to fluid and filter changes or periodic inspections. Exact mileage is determined by 
actual driving conditions. 8 Based on 2009 EPA mileage estimates, reflecting new EPA fuel economy methods beginning with 2008 models. Use for comparison purposes only. Do not compare to models before 2008. Your actual mileage will vary 
depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. 9 Using gasoline with an octane lower than 91 may cause damage to the engine. Please consult your owner’s manual for details. 10 Tires sold separately. 11 Ordinary maintenance items  
or adjustments, parts subject to normal wear and replacement, and certain other items are excluded. See your Acura dealer for the terms and conditions of limited warranties. 12 Honda Financial Services is a DBA of American Honda Finance 
Corporation. 13 See your local dealer for details about Total Luxury Care (TLC) Roadside Assistance and Concierge Service.


